
YOUR FIRST DISCOVERY CASE

Is there a brewery out there cooler than Orbit? 
We’re not sure there is …

Seven years ago, Robert Middleton headed off  
in a camper van to explore Scotland, hoping  
to gain inspiration for a book he was writing  
(The Tea Leaf Paradox - Discovering Beer  
in the Land of Whisky).

He was so inspired by the brewers he met on his 
tour, that on his return to London he started Orbit  
– our featured brewery for July. You’ll find a  
couple of their beers in this box.

They pride themselves on their traditional  
European-style beers, which we think you’re  
going to love. You can’t go wrong with beers  
from a brewery that collaborated with The Pixies!

Watch our interview with Robert on our website  
and YouTube channel and learn more about  
your beers from the people that brew them.

Cheers!
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DISCOVERY FEATURED BEERS
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Stemmed Classic
330

Nico Kolsch
Named after singer and model Nico Päffgen who, besides working with 
the Velvet Underground, was the daughter to Wilhelm Päffgen, the  
owner of world class Kolsch brewery Päffgen in Cologne.

Elderflower Sour
Two varieties of elderflower were hand picked by Orbit at Silverhill, a 
15 acre farm in East Sussex. Fresh elderflower aroma laid over a tart, 
Berliner Weisse style ale make for an unbeatable brew in the sun.

Peel Belgian Pale
Named for legendary DJ John Peel, this Belgian Pale, like John’s musical 
selections, is anything but ordinary and keeps you guessing with a 
distinct Belgian yeast character. Try this one with a spicy curry.
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Sonic IPA
Dark Revolution makes an ever 
rotating range of modern craft 
beer amongst first and second 
world war air hangars at Old 
Sarum airfield in Salisbury.

Cloud 9 Wit
One of the top 50 breweries in 
the world, To Øl, from Denmark 
presents their version of a 
Belgian witbier with the addition 
of curacao orange peel and 
mango juice. Sublime.

Jute Session IPA
Salt Beer Factory are one of 
the new kids on the block. 
This is Jute, their session IPA. 
Hoppy, a bit hazy and delicious.

Session IPA
Love Lane from Liverpool have 
been crafting great beer for 
over a decade. This lastest hazy 
session IPA has a lush mouthfeel 
and a hint of lemon sherbet.  

Perpetuous  
Session IPA
An extremely refreshing 
hazy session IPA made 
with different rotating hop 
varieties on each brew.

Mosaic Session IPA
This 100% hopped Mosaic 
session IPA layers pithy citrus 
and tropical fruit flavours  
over a soft malt body.  
Enjoy, comrades!

Pogo Fruited Pale
Passion fruit, orange, guava 
and milk sugar are blended 
with a hoppy pale ale to 
create this fruity tipple.

Lumina Session IPA
After nearly a year of development, 
Siren’s new flagship session IPA is 
here! Lumina is the embodiment 
of everything Siren believes  
a session IPA should be.

Tropical Deluxe 
Session IPA
One of the kings of London 
when it comes to modern, 
hoppy IPAs, Howling Hops bring 
all the hoppy goodness you 
could want in a package you 
could tackle any time of the day.
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